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• Non-tax issues & considerations

• Basic types of entity:

– Tax flow-through (i.e. partnership)

– Partial flow-through (e.g. REIT or S-Corp)
– Non-flow-through (i.e. corporation)

Choice of Entity
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Capital Contributions – Cash

• Partner contributes cash in exchange for a partnership 
interest

• No recognition of income to the partner or the partnership

• Partner’s initial tax basis in the partnership interest is equal to 
the amount of cash contributed

• Partner’s holding period begins on the date of acquisition of 
the partnership interest

• Partner receives a capital account credit equal to the amount 
of cash contributed
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Capital Contributions – In-Kind

• Partner contributes non-cash property/non-marketable securities 
to the partnership for a partnership interest

• No recognition of gain or loss, pursuant to IRC Section 721(a) (does 
not apply to contributions of services or certain investment 
partnerships)

• Partner’s initial “outside” tax basis in the partnership interest is its 
basis in the contributed property; the partnership takes a carryover 
“inside” basis in the property

• If the contributed property is a capital asset or IRC Section 1231 
property in the hands of the contributing partner, the holding 
period is treated as beginning when the partner acquired the 
contributed property (typically earlier than the date of contribution)

• Partner receives capital account credit equal to the fair market 
value of the property
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– Example: 
• A and B form partnership “AB”

• A contributes $100 cash

• B contributes property “Blackacre,” tax basis of $40 and value of $100

– Result:

Capital Contributions – In-Kind
(Example)

(Partnership Assets) (Inside) Tax Basis Value

Cash $100 $100

Land $40 $100

(Partners’ Accounts) (Outside) Tax Basis Capital Accounts

A $100 $100

B $40 $100
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Contributions of Services

• Partner performs services for partnership (or an affiliate) in 
exchange for a partnership interest

• General rule under IRC Section 83 is that partner is taxable on 
the excess of (1) the fair market value of the partnership interest 
received, over (2) the amount paid for the partnership interest

• Gain recognized is taxable as ordinary income to service provider

• Exception applies if the partnership interest is subject to a 
“substantial risk of forfeiture” (e.g. vesting restrictions) – in that 
case, gain is deferred until either property vests (i.e. “substantial 
risk of forfeiture” is removed), or property is freely transferable
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Contributions of Services
(Cont.)

• Even where partnership interest is subject to a “substantial risk of 
forfeiture,” an election is available under IRC Section 83(b) to recognize 
income as soon as property is received – without regard to any vesting 
restrictions – based on its fair market value at the time of receipt

• This 83(b) election can permit service providers to be taxable currently on 
the receipt of partnership interests with little or no fair market value, 
rather than in the future when underlying assets may have appreciated, 
thereby avoiding significant taxable compensation income in the future

• The 83(b) election is particularly valuable for a “profits interest” (an 
interest in future profits, which has current liquidation value of $0) as 
opposed to a capital interest (an interest in current value of partnership 
upon liquidation)
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Profits Interests

• An interest in the future “profits” of the company

– As opposed to a capital interest, which entitles the holder to 
a share of current value of the company

• Typically only entitles its holder to a share of 
partnership income and gain after issuance

• Does not entitle the holder to liquidation proceeds

• Carried interest or promote is typically structured as a 
profits interest – only paid after partners receive a 
return of their invested capital (plus any negotiated 
yield thereon)

13



IRS Rev. Proc. 93-27

• If a person receives a profits interest for past or 
anticipated services, the transfer of the profits 
interest is not taxable to the partner or to the 
partnership due to a special valuation rule

• The rule allows taxpayers to assign a $0 value to the 
profits interest award on the date of grant – taxation 
is based on the liquidation value of the entity on the 
date of grant
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IRS Rev. Proc. 93-27
• Applies to a profits interest grant if:

– The profits interest does not relate to a substantially 
certain and predictable stream of income from partnership 
assets,

– The partner does not dispose of the profits interest within 
two years of receipt, and

– The profits interest is not granted by a publicly traded 
partnership

• If these requirements are met, the profits interest 
award has no value for income tax purposes when 
granted, and hence no tax liability to the holder on 
receipt.
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IRS Rev. Proc. 2001-43
• IRS issued Rev. Proc. 2001-43, which clarified the safe 

harbor provided in Rev. Proc. 93-27 while extending a 
similar safe harbor to unvested interests as long as 
the following conditions are met:
– Both the partnership and the service provider treat the service 

provider as a partner beginning with the date of grant;

– The service provider picks up the Schedule K-1 items associated with 
the partnership interest on his or her individual tax return;

– No compensation deduction is taken by the partnership or any partner 
in connection with the grant of the partnership interest; and

– All of the requirements of Rev. Proc. 93-27 are satisfied.
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Promote / Carried Interest
• Promote, or carried interest, is a disproportionate sharing of profit 

by a service partner (i.e., a profits interest issued for services)

• Promote or carried interest generally is received by the developer 
or operating partner of a JV in consideration for its work 
developing or managing a project, but is not taxable as 
compensation income if Rev. Proc. 93-27 and 2001-43 safe harbor 
followed

– Instead, taxed on flow-through basis

• Gives the holder a greater interest in the JV’s profits than it would 
otherwise have based on its proportionate share of invested 
capital
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Promote / Carried Interest
(Cont.)

• Typically structured as a percentage interest in the JV’s future 
profits after a specified amount and return thereon is distributed 
to the capital partner

– The promote can be tiered based on levels of returns to the 
capital partner

• The holder reports its distributive share of income, gain, loss, 
deduction, and credit and those items take on the character that is 
reported by the JV

– If the JV recognizes long-term capital gain, then the holder of a 
promote would be taxed on its share at capital gain rates

– Greater than 3-year holding period requirement, but exception 
for Section 1231 property (real estate asset sales)
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Management Fee Waivers
• Real estate fund and JV sponsors typically are compensated with both 

management fees and carried interest (or promote)

• Management fees typically are taxed as ordinary income (maximum federal 
rate of 37%), while carried interest is a flow-through interest that retains 
the character of the fund’s income (often long-term capital gain, taxable at 
20% + 3.8% Medicare tax, as carry/promote is often not recognized until 
underlying investments are sold)

• Real estate fund and JV sponsors occasionally consider strategies to waive 
all or a portion of future management fees in exchange for an additional 
profits interest (taxed on a flow-through basis, similar to carried interest) in 
the fund or JV 

– Permits (1) deferral of taxable income, (2) investment of pre-tax dollars in fund 
or JV, and (3) possible conversion of ordinary income to long-term capital gains

– Subject to greater than 3-year holding period requirement described above
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Regulatory Challenges to Fee Waivers

• In July 2015, in response to IRS backlash against investment fund use of 
perceived aggressive fee waiver arrangements, the IRS proposed 
Regulations under IRC Section 707 providing that, under certain 
circumstances, payments made by a partnership will be treated as 
disguised payments for services and not as profits interests

• Income under an arrangement that is treated as a disguised payment 
for services will be taxed as ordinary income

• The proposed rules disallow management fee waiver strategies if they 
do not involve “significant entrepreneurial risk” for the sponsor

• Proposed rules are not technically effective unless and until finalized, 
however, IRS believes that the rules generally reflect current law

• Traditional forms of carried interest are not affected by the proposed 
rules
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• Basic premise:  Contribution of property and related distribution of cash to 
contributing partner treated in whole or in part as a sale of property to 
partnership

– Presumption is that these are related so as to be a disguised sale if within 2 
years of each other

• Partner’s relief of liability treated as cash for this purpose

– However, if all liabilities are “qualified,” this relief alone (without actual 
cash) will not trigger a disguised sale

– “Qualified” generally means incurred at least two years prior to the 
contribution, or otherwise incurred not in anticipation of the contribution

• Qualified liabilities, if recognized due to the receipt of cash or 
assumption of non-qualified liabilities, may also be a reduced amount 
under the “net equity percentage” test – see example

Disguised Sales
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• Example:  A and B form a 50-50 partnership

– A contributes $50 cash

– B contributes property worth $150 subject to debt of $90, with 0 basis, and takes back 
$10 of cash

• The $10 of cash triggers a disguised sale for that portion of the property

• Additionally, the partnership assumes the $90 of debt

– If non-qualified liability:  Debt is allocated 50-50, or $45 to each partner

» B accordingly would be relieved of $45 of debt (the portion allocated to 
A), and thus treated as receiving an additional $45 of consideration –
with the $10 cash, total $55 of sale consideration

– If qualified liability:  Lesser of (i) above result or (ii) “net equity percentage” 
result

» Net equity percentage result is cash received ($10) divided by value of 
property less debt ($150 - $90 = $60), times amount of qualified liability 
($90) = 1/6 of $90 = $15. B is treated as receiving $15 of additional 
consideration plus the $10 cash equals total of $25 of sale consideration

Disguised Sales (continued)
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• Note that in the example, the $10 of cash resulted in a total of $25 of 
consideration (i.e., an additional $15 above the amount of the cash) for 
B in the qualified liability scenario

– With no cash, there would be no deemed sale and thus zero 
consideration

– Even a small amount of cash received may have significant 
consequences, assuming that the cash is a significant % of equity

• If there are qualified and non-qualified liabilities, the partnership’s 
assumption of the non-qualified liabilities causes a disguised sale for 
the qualified as well (same as would cash) – but subject to a de minimis
rule

– If non-qualified liabilities are less than the lesser of 10% of qualified 
liabilities assumed, or $1,000,000, does not trigger a sale for the 
qualified liabilities

Disguised Sales (continued)
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• In general, partners have “book” capital and “tax” capital accounts

• “Book capital” may also refer to capital under financial accounting 
methods, but for this purpose means IRC Section 704(b) book 
capital.  Book capital represents each partner’s share of the value 
of the assets (initially fair market value) and how such value is to 
be allocated upon liquidation

– Over time, book capital may not equal actual fair market value 
of the assets

– Certain “book-up” events permit book capital accounts to be 
adjusted to equal fair market value at that time

• Tax capital generally represents each partner’s share of tax basis in 
the partnership’s assets

Book vs. Tax Capital
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• How income and loss are shared amongst the partners

• Most language in partnership agreements relates to “704(b) book” 
allocations, and with tax allocations generally following book

– However, if a partner contributed an asset with built-in gain or loss, 
IRC Section 704(c) requires that this built-in gain or loss is 
specifically allocated to the contributing partner for tax purposes

• Book allocations are typically broken down into two sections

– Primary allocation section describes general business deal, i.e. 
allocating profits in accordance with relative capital or profit 
percentage interests

– Regulatory allocation section overrides first section to comply with 
regulatory safe harbors set forth in applicable Treasury Regulations

Allocations –
IRC Sections 704(b) and 704(c)
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• Allocations will not be respected if the partnership liquidates under a 
waterfall and the partners’ economics rights under the waterfall 
differ from their rights (or intended rights) based on their IRC Section 
704(b) book capital accounts

• Two methods commonly used to calculate capital account:  “Layer 
Cake” and “Target” Allocations

– Layer Cake:  layers of income allocations to adjust capital 
accounts; distributions and liquidation based on capital accounts

– Target Allocations:  book income and loss is allocated so as to 
cause the partners’ capital accounts to equal the amounts the 
partners are entitled to receive under the waterfall

Allocations (continued)
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• Some imperfections in both methodologies

– Layer cake allocations can lead to complex calculations to ensure 
that the profit and loss allocations are consistent with the intended 
distribution / liquidation waterfall

– Target allocations generally are consistent with the intended 
liquidation waterfall but may give less specific guidance when 
making current allocations

• Target allocations – net vs. gross

– May not be enough net items to achieve target capital accounts

– Many believe net may still be used, though gross is likely safer for 
purposes of satisfying the economic substance regulations 

Layer Cake and Target Allocations
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• Business interest expense deductions generally are limited to 30% of 
EBITDA for taxable years beginning before January 1, 2022 and 30% of 
EBIT for taxable years thereafter.

• Real property businesses (development, redevelopment, construction, 
reconstruction, acquisition, conversion, rental, operation, management, 
leasing, or brokerage trade or business) may elect out of these interest 
expense limitations

– The “cost” of electing out is being forced on less favorable depreciation method 
(i.e., 40 vs. 39 years for nonresidential property / 30 vs. 27.5 years for residential 
rental property / 20 vs. 15 years for improvements, on a straight line basis) and 
ineligibility for the new 100% expensing (except for personal property – e.g., FF&E)

Business Interest Deductibility
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• Individual taxpayers may generally deduct 20% of qualified business 
income from a partnership, S corporation or sole proprietorship (e.g., 
37% ordinary income rate can be reduced to as low as 29.6%)

– Qualified business income means the net income with respect to qualified U.S. 
trades or businesses, but excludes income from a “specified service trade or 
business” (e.g., professional services; financial or brokerage services; investing and 
investment management services; trading or dealing in securities, commodities or 
partnership interests)

– Deduction generally limited to the greater of:

• 50% of taxpayer’s allocable share of W-2 wages paid with respect to qualified 
trade or business (i.e., entity must have employees), or 

• sum of 25% of taxpayer’s allocable share of W-2 wages paid with respect to 
qualified trade or business plus 2.5% of the unadjusted basis of certain 
depreciable property (more applicable to real estate JVs)

• Deduction sunsets for taxable years beginning January 1, 2026

Pass-Through Deduction
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• Deduction applies to REIT “ordinary” dividends other than those 
characterized under REIT pass-through rules as long-term capital gain or 
qualified dividend income

– For example, income from office or residential rental developments is eligible

– REIT dividends are not subject to the wages paid / qualified property limitation

– Interest from mortgage REITs also eligible for 20% pass-through deduction for 
individual investors

• Pass-through entities should consider whether pass-through deduction 
should be taken into account when drafting tax distribution provisions

Pass-Through Deduction
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• 704(c) – partnership agreements generally have a single paragraph 
covering the statutory requirement that built-in gain or loss is allocated 
to the contributing partner

– The method used to do so may be a significant tax point and the 
subject of negotiation:

• Traditional

– Notably, subject to a “ceiling” rule wherein a partner cannot 
be allocated more than the partnership’s total tax 
depreciation each year, which may distort capital accounts –
see example on ensuing slides

• Remedial

• Curative

• Other permissible methods

Tax Allocations – IRC Section 704(c)
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• A and B form 50-50 partnership

– A contributes asset X worth $60 with $40 basis.  B contributes $60 cash

– A and B each have a book capital account of $60

– A has tax capital account of $40, B has tax capital account of $60

• Suppose depreciation of asset X is over 10 years

– $6 of book depreciation per year, $4 of tax depreciation per year

– Book depreciation is split 50-50:  $3 each

– Tax follows book for non-contributing partner if possible. First $3 of tax 
depreciation goes to non-contributing partner, B.  Remaining $1 goes to A

• After 1 year, A has book capital of $57 and tax capital of $39.  B has 
book capital of $57 and tax capital of $57

• After 10 years, A has book capital of $30 and tax capital of $30.  B has 
book capital of $30 and tax capital of $30

IRC Section 704(c) Allocations (example) 
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• Suppose same example as previously, but asset X has only $20 basis at 
time of contribution

– Note that A’s tax capital account therefore starts at $20 instead of $40

• A and B each still receive $3 book depreciation per year

– However, there is only $2 of tax depreciation per year.  All of this goes to B

• After 1 year, A has $57 book capital and $20 tax capital.  B has $57 book capital 
and $58 tax capital

• After 10 years, A has $30 book capital and $20 tax capital.  B has $30 book 
capital and $40 tax capital

• Accordingly, there is a discrepancy between book and tax for A and B.  B should 
ideally have $10 more of tax loss and A should have $10 of tax gain

• Methods for eliminating book tax disparity:

– Curative allocations (e.g., B would be allocated $1 of deductions or 
depreciation from another item of property to make up the disparity 
between book and tax depreciation)

– Remedial allocations (e.g., B would be allocated $1 of notional 
depreciation, and A would be allocated $1 of income as an offset) 

IRC Section 704(c) Allocations (continued)
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IRC Section 754 Election

• Partnership-level election

• A partnership with a 754 election in place can make “inside” basis adjustments 
to the basis of its assets:

• On certain distributions of assets

• Where the distributee’s basis taken in the asset is limited by 
distributee’s outside basis, partnership may “step up” basis of other 
assets to avoid its extra basis disappearing

• On certain transfers of partnership interests

• Where the transferee’s purchase price, i.e. outside basis, exceeds 
transferee’s share of inside basis, transferee may have share of inside 
basis “stepped up”

• On death of a partner

• Under current law, death wipes out negative capital accounts (though 
there is discussion ongoing about this)
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• This term refers to a partner having a share of partnership debt in 
excess of that partner’s basis in the partnership

• Generally arises in a circumstance in which a partner is distributed 
cash proceeds of debt encumbering partnership property – i.e., 
pulling out the cash while the debt is still outstanding

• Such a distribution itself is not taxable, but resulting negative 
capital account requires caution as gain may be recognized in the 
future, such as on a sale of partnership property

• A buyer of a partnership interest at FMV will likely cause recognition of 
negative capital account to the seller, but buyer may inherit negative 
capital accounts in lower-tier partnerships

Negative Capital Accounts
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• Impact of buying or redeeming out an exiting partner

• IRC Section 751 assets

• Only “substantially appreciated” inventory is a “hot asset” 
in redemption

• Installment sales

• Redemption can recover basis up front

Sale vs. Redemption
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• Liabilities are allocated to the partners

– Being allocated share of liability increases partner’s 
outside tax basis

• Recourse vs. non-recourse

– Recourse allocated to the partner to whom it is 
recourse (e.g., under a guarantee)

– Non-recourse allocated under several potential 
methods, including percentage interests

• Meaning of “non-recourse”
– IRC Sections 1001 vs. 752, DREs

Partnership Liabilities
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Tax Distributions

• Tax distributions are distributions made when a partner is allocated taxable 
income, but where that partner does not otherwise receive sufficient cash 
distributions to pay taxes on that income

– Provides a means for partners to pay tax liabilities resulting from 
allocations of partnership income

• This can be very important for a sponsor or other carried interest holder, who 
may be disproportionately allocated taxable income before cash is available to 
make distributions of promote or carried interest to the sponsor.

– Typical “targeted allocation” would allocate income disproportionately to 
the holder of carried interest or promote interest

• Phantom income can also arise in scenarios where there are multiple 
distribution tiers and the partnership’s taxable income exceeds its net 
available cash flow, or where the partnership re-invests taxable income in 
capital investments or pays down principal on debt (non-deductible)

• In agreements with third-party lenders, a partnership typically will want to 
reserve the ability to make tax distributions despite limitations on other types 
of distributions while the debt is outstanding
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Tax Distributions
• Some partnership agreements give the general partner discretion over whether to 

make tax distributions, either to some partners or solely the recipient of a 
carry/promote
– Where tax distributions are made to all partners, this can give the partnership important flexibility 

when the cost of borrowing to pay tax liabilities is less than the rate of return on preferred partners’ 
capital, or if the partners have outside losses they can use to offset partnership income

– Discretionary distributions also give the managing partner flexibility to reinvest the partnership’s 
cash back in the business, which can be especially important in early years

– Where only the GP or Managing Member receives tax distributions with respect to its promote, GP 
or Managing Member will want to preserve maximum flexibility to make tax distributions where 
desired at its discretion, and without limitations under partnership agreement (or outside loan 
documents)

• It is important to identify the source of funds for tax distributions (e.g., net cash 
flow after expenses and reserves) and to warn partners of the possibility that the 
partnership will not be able to make a tax distribution

• Frequency and timing:
– Larger partnerships may make quarterly tax distributions, but the administrative burden of doing so 

can be too high for some small partnerships

– Many partnership agreements provide that tax distributions will be made by April 15
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Tax Distributions
• Treatment:

– Whether to treat tax distributions as an advance toward other distributions or as an 
additional distribution is a business issue to be decided between the partners

– Most frequently, tax distributions are treated as an advance against other 
distributions (e.g. tax distribution solely to the GP frequently treated as an advance 
against the carry/promote) – if not, tax distributions attract additional income 
allocations in a targeted allocation waterfall

• Clawback:

– The partnership should determine whether partners receiving an allocation of losses 
to charge back prior income must be required to pay back their tax distributions with 
respect to that income

– If tax distributions are an advance against the carry/promote, they are necessarily 
subject to the general clawback of excess carry/promote

• Tax rate:

– Assumed Rate (can become outdated) – e.g., 40% or 45%

– Highest combined federal, state and local income tax rate for any partner 
(burdensome to calculate), or

– Federal, state and local income tax rate for a hypothetical partner in a specific state 
or locality (e.g., an individual resident in NYC)
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Withholding

• Interest, Rents, Dividends, Royalties, Annuities, etc.

• Where partnership recognizes fixed or determinable, annual or periodic 
(“FDAP”) income such as the foregoing, non-U.S. partners are subject to 30% 
withholding tax rate on the gross amount of such items of income (or lesser rates 
under statute or applicable tax treaty)

• Effectively connected income (“ECI”) or “FIRPTA” gains

• Where partnership recognizes income “effectively connected” with a U.S. trade 
or business (e.g. operating income from a U.S. business) or “FIRPTA” gains from 
sale of U.S. real estate, foreign partners are taxable on this income at the highest 
rate applicable to a domestic partner receiving the same income (e.g. 21% for 
foreign corporate partners, plus possible 30% “branch profits tax,” 37% for 
foreign individuals receiving ordinary income, 20% for foreign individuals 
receiving long-term capital gains from sale of real estate)

• Non-U.S. partner is required to file a U.S. tax return after being allocated ECI or 
FIRPTA gains

• ECI withholding also applies to sales by non-U.S. partners of partnerships 
engaged in a trade or business, and partnership has secondary liability if Buyer 
does not withhold fully
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Withholding (cont.)

• Partnership agreements typically will include robust collection 
mechanisms to ensure that the partnership (as withholding 
agent) is not liable for any taxes imposed on non-U.S. partners 
as a result of FDAP, ECI or FIRPTA income described in the 
prior slide

• Additionally, if the partnership is required to pay any such 
taxes on behalf of a foreign partner, partnership agreements 
often permit the partnership to deem such taxes distributed 
to the partner (and offset against future distributions to the 
partner)
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Partnership Tax Audit Rules

• In effect for partnership taxable years starting with 2018

– General premise:  Audit at partnership level

– Partnership pays or allocates to present or former partners who pay the 
liability or makes “push out” election

• Treated as a current year liability, but with interest dating back to the 
period it pertains to

• Can elect out if 100 or fewer partners

– However, if any partner is itself a partnership, withdrawn proposed 
regulations would not allow the partnership to elect out

• What happens with tiers of partnerships?

– Each pass-through partner must either pay the liability or make a “push out” 
election to the ultimate owners

• Partnerships should consider bolstering the indemnity and deemed 
distribution language in their partnership agreements to ensure that partners 
pay their proper share of any partnership-level adjustment imposed under 
these new rules
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REITs as Partners
• REITs are subject to numerous operational restrictions:

– Asset tests:  

• At least 75% of REIT’s total gross assets consist of qualifying passive 
real estate assets

• Other 25% may be invested as desired, subject to certain limitations

– Income tests:

• > 75% of gross income is rent on real property, mortgage interest, 
or gain on the sale of real property or mortgages (other than 
“dealer” property)

• > 95% of its gross income is from the 75% “bucket,” plus certain 
other types of passive income, such as dividends, interest and 
capital gain

– Distribute at least 90% of its taxable income in the form of shareholder 
dividends

• Practically, REIT should distribute 100% to avoid entity-level tax
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REITs as Partners

• Where one or more members of the joint venture is a REIT, it will 
want to limit the operations of the venture to ensure compliance 
with REIT requirements

• A REIT may seek:
– Real estate asset holding and income limitations

– To prevent transactions that a REIT cannot engage in without triggering 100% tax 
(e.g., condominium and land sales treated as “dealer” activity)

– Limitations on loans (only loans secured by real property or certain mezzanine 
loans meeting IRS safe harbor)

– Limitations on leases (restrictions on related party leases and leases with excessive 
personal property)

– A requirement for all transactions with REIT owners to be arm’s-length

– Requirement that JV distribute 100% of its taxable income allocated to the REIT 
partner to that partner each year (a modified tax distribution solely for REIT 
partners)
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Foreign Partners
• Partnerships must withhold taxes on a foreign investor’s share of real estate 

income, as discussed above
– Partnership agreements typically treat this withholding as a partner distribution or loan

• For partners subject to reduced withholding, the partnership should require 
specific documentation (e.g. IRS Forms W-8 or W-9) before withholding at the 
reduced rate

• FATCA rules may require a 30% withholding tax on payments to covered non-U.S. 
financial entities or non-financial entities
– The entity will typically need certification from its owners that they are not U.S. tax 

residents, or that they meet certain exemptions

• A foreign partner may want to invest through a “blocker” corporation if the 
partnership generates ECI or FIRPTA gains. 
– Blocker can either be a state law corporation or an LP or LLC that elects to be taxable as 

a corporation

– Blocker corporation can either be above the fund or below the fund, depending on the 
structure (below the fund will impact all investors)

– REIT structure may be sufficient (and more tax efficient) in certain cases but imposes 
additional operational restrictions (and may require sale of REIT shares)

– Reduced 21% corporate tax rate makes blocker more efficient than under prior law (35% 
corporate tax rate)

– Partnership can capitalize blocker with a combination of debt/equity, but note potential 
legislative changes that may eliminate portfolio interest exemption in certain cases
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Tax-Exempt Partners
• Tax-exempt entities typically are subject to taxation on unrelated business 

taxable income (“UBTI”), when either (1) partnership engages in active 
business activities anywhere in the world, or (2) investment returns are 
funded with acquisition debt

– An exception from the debt-financed UBTI rules exists for qualified 
organizations that use specific types of debt to acquire or improve real 
property (“Real Estate Financing Exception”)

• To meet the Real Estate Financing Exception, qualified organizations (e.g. 
University endowments, ERISA pension plans, and certain church 
retirement plans) who invest through a partnership must satisfy the 
Fractions Rule

• To comply with the Fractions Rule, a qualified organization’s share of 
overall partnership income for any year cannot exceed its lowest share of 
overall partnership loss for any year

– Investment through a REIT can mitigate UBTI for most tax-exempt investors, 
unless REIT is a “pension-held REIT” (more than 25% owned by a single ERISA 
pension plan, or 50% owned by multiple ERISA pension plans, each of whom 
owns 10% or more)

– Partnership can also covenant to avoid making investments that would 
generate UBTI, or to use efforts to minimize such investments 49



• Typically consists of important items for tax 
compliance

– Capital account maintenance provisions

– Regulatory allocations → qualify under safe harbor

• Loss limitation / QIO

– IRC Section 704(c) allocations

– Other boilerplate provisions
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Tax Boilerplate
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